This paper presents a security visiting guiding system SVG composed of RFID, smart phone, and Wi-Fi signal widely available. The SVG system can provide visitors with the map of a given building, so that the visitor can easily find the target under its guide. It can also protect user's privacy location information by cryptographic two-dimension code and RFID. The two-dimension code can be easily obtained by a mobile phone and it authorizes a visitor to obtain the navigation service of SVG. The visitor receives the permission from his host and makes a date through SVG. Then, SVG will navigate both the persons to meet at any place in the building. Furthermore, this paper demonstrates and evaluates the SVG security scheme. We conduct an attacker model and test the ability of the scheme in protecting user's location security.
Introduction
Recently, people have achieved universal interpersonal communication with the help of modern devices, such as mobile phone and Internet. It brings huge benefits and convenience to the human relationship. However, such improvement on interpersonal communication might be abused so that the private information and property are divulged or lost. Especially, deliberate attacker or thieves always take advantage of a weak point in some open occasions. For example, some offices or labs can be arbitrarily accessed in many universities. Thus, some instrument and apparatus may often be misplaced and lost, or even be stolen sometimes. In this case, as such valuable devices may be lost, the open offices or labs will not be well used by the students. In another case, some private information, such as phone number or personal address, can be leaked when a stranger visits a host. The host may be willing to meet the stranger in a public place rather than personal addresses. Meanwhile, the host does not know the stranger and do not want to leak his personal phone number. This is another challenge. This paper considers two scenarios: meeting stranger and managing valuable things, such as instrument and apparatus. These two scenarios seem to be not related to each other but the common point between these two scenarios is that a host meets/tracks an unknown or uncontrollable object. There are technologies to ensure that strangers can find each other by smartphones given the condition that the phone numbers are known [1] . In this paper, we address the same situation without the personal phone number being leaked. Considering another scenario, valuable objects in an open place could be easily lost. Previous work designed a tiny device equipped on valuable things, such as TV or sofa, so the tagged object can be tracked in case that it is stolen [2] [3] [4] . The proposed system will not only detect the stolen valuables, but also alarms before an object is moved away from the building. In this way, the object can be found as early as possible. Furthermore, we combine these two scenarios together and design a system to address the above challenges in these two scenarios.
In this paper, we present a novel security visiting guiding (SVG) system based on a combined system of smartphone and RFID. Based on this system, a host can meet strangers easily while his personal information will not be leaked. At the same time, the system can also manage the valuable objects so that they will not be lost. SVG consists of two parts: hardware and software. The hardware part is composed of 2 International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks RFID tags, readers, smartphone, and a server. The software part is a security visiting service, which runs on the server. The server also has a database storing the information of objects, such as a device or mobile phone, and each object is also assigned a unique number. The SVG system is usually equipped in a building or a lab. Thus, the server stores the map of the building or the lab, and a computer terminal which is located at the entrance of the building. When a stranger comes into the building and wants to meet a host over there, he can register in the system from the front desk client. After he obtains the host's affirmation, the system assigns him a temporary number. SVG uses the temporary numbers and the host's number to guide both of them. Even when they are moving, SVG can suggest them the shortest path and help them meet each other as quickly as possible.
The contribution of this paper is as follows:
(i) this paper designs a security visiting guiding SVG to protect personal information while offering guiding service;
(ii) SVG combines RFID and smartphone and uses Wi-Fi signal widely available. It can also manage objects and track their position in case the they are lost;
(iii) we design a system for security visiting guiding. The system can offer visitor the map of a given building so that the visitor can conveniently find its target according to the map under the guide of SVG;
(iv) this paper demonstrates and evaluates our SVG security scheme. The attacker model is introduced to test the ability of the scheme to protect user's location security. This model uses the entropy metric to quantify the privacy. The experiment results show that the entropy under our scheme can provide a good quantitative location privacy protection for users.
In the following context of this paper, we first introduce the background and our motivation in Section 2. Section 3 surveys the related work on location and location security. We present the design of our system in Section 4, and the evaluation results of our system are presented in Section 5. The whole paper is summarized in Section 6.
Background and Motivation
Nowadays, strange interviewers often enter personal offices or rooms in some company office buildings and school teaching/research buildings because these buildings are open for common people. Among these visitors, some are welcomed or dated in advance, such as students who want to meet teachers in a teaching or research building. Others may be not.
Although there are sign tables to indicate the office room numbers for people who work in a building, these persons do not always stay at their offices and interviewees unfamiliar to the buildings may spend much time on looking for a specific room. The private location information of these persons was provided openly, not guaranteed to be safely used. Meanwhile some unwelcomed visiting may interrupt the normal working or even threaten the safety of these persons. Although people can date by the traditional ways including communicating with each other by emails or phone calls in advance, it will take much extra time for some welcomed and strange interviewers to find the rooms of their interviewees when the interviewers are not familiar to the structure of the building, in which their interviewers are now located.
In recent years, many works designed new location approaches for smartphone users [1, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] under the indoor scenario. The common target of these previous determines the latitude/longitude of the user by using Wi-Fi, FM, and so on, which are widely available in office or school teaching/research buildings. The previous works can help an interviewer find his/her interviewee by updating their locations frequently. But the application in this paper does not need the accurate location information but the logical location, such as office room number. Previous works [10] [11] [12] designed methods to identify the logical locations (Starbucks, Walmart, and RadioShack) instead of the coordinate-based localization. Constandache et al. designed an interesting system, called Escort, to guide a user to the vicinity of a desired person in a public place [1] . This idea of this system Escort is quite similar to that of this paper and it may lead to long delay or complex calculation since it learns the walking trails of different individuals periodically. These previous works can localize the coordinate-based or logical positions for users by smartphone but did not consider the privacy protection of individual users because the personal information, including personal position and time, phone number, and so on, may be revealed and abused in the process of localization.
Existing research has explored some methods to protect the privacy of users' locations. These methods can be broadly viewed in four different approaches [13] , includinganonymity [14, 15] , pseudonyms and mix zones [16, 17] , path confusion [18] , and hiding stars [19] . However, a person has to receive some strange interviewees sometimes in our system. In other words, a pair of trusted persons must know the location of each other. So these previous works did not meet the security requirement in our system. It motivates us to design a new system to offer the location information to authorized person and navigating one person to meet other persons meanwhile protecting the personal information during the process of localization. To ensure offering logical navigation for users while protecting their personal information, we design a system to allow authorized visiting and to prevent those unwilling visitings. This system bridges the connection between a host and an authorized visitor while protecting the hosts personal information from being revealed. Under this scenario, the system offers location information for both users to meet each other as quickly as possible. On the other hand, those unauthorized users cannot be offered localization information of both himself and the host. Our design aims to offer location and visiting service for the authorized persons while protecting their personal information by using the farefree signal from widely available devices, such as Wi-Fi, in indoor scenario.
Nowadays, many office and teaching/research buildings are open so the personal privacy must be more carefully protected than those enclosed. Meanwhile, our system offers location service for those authorized persons so that a visitor, especially a strange visitor, can find his host quickly. Considering a scenario as the example shown in Figure 1 , a visitor B is going to visit a host in room R311. Under this scenario, there are several cases, as listed below, that may often happen. When the visitor B is a stranger, he does not know whether the host C is in his room or not at the moment he arrives at his office. B does not know C's phone number but knows his name. This case is quite common; for example, students may look for their teacher in their university. In this case, B wants to obtain the certification from C about at least two questions. Does C agree to meet B? If yes, where is C so that B can find C quickly? C may not want to reveal his personal phone number to B though he agrees to meet B. Even if B knows C's room and phone number, B may require C's agreement to meet and must know where C is now. Although C may be now in Building No.1, he will not be in the Room R1311 of this building.
Therefore, the protection of personal information is necessary and location service can offer convenience for people meeting. Our system makes better use of the indoor infrastructure, such as Wi-Fi, in office or teaching/research building since such infrastructure is widely available nowadays. Meanwhile, we explore various lightweight sensors (e.g., microphone, accelerometer, etc.) on mobile phones to enable automatic and intelligent data collection in order to help the protection of personal information and the accurate location service. [1, [5] [6] [7] . Since the GPS information is hard to be available under the indoor scenario, techniques based on observation of signals from radio beacons, including Wi-Fi [20] , cellular base stations (such as GPRS), or acoustic background spectrum [6] , showed the most promise.
Related Works

Location. The problem of indoor localization has been well researched by smartphone in recent years
Tarzia et al. proposed an ambient sound fingerprint called the acoustic background spectrum (ABS) to determine a mobile phone's indoor location even when Wi-Fi infrastructure is unavailable or sparse [6] .
Constandache et al. designed and implemented Escort, a system that guides a user to the vicinity of a desired person in a public place [1] . They only used an audio beacon, randomly placed in the building, to enable a reference frame and did not rely on GPS, Wi-Fi, or war-driving but accelerometer and compass measurements on smartphones. Similar works were also given to delete the reliance on Wi-Fi infrastructure and war-driving [21, 22] .
Breaking away from coordinate-based localization, authors in [10] [11] [12] propose ways to identify logical locations (Starbucks, Walmart, and RadioShack), as opposed to physical coordinates (as in GPS). The rationale is that a large class of applications do not care about the latitude/longitude of the user; instead they desire to know the "place, " where the user is located. These and several other works [23, 24] emphasize the broad and evolving nature of localization technology, driven primarily by the fast changing landscape of mobile, pervasive, people-centric computing.
There are lots of works using the signal of Wi-Fi to locate the position of users or clients [20, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Another works analyzed the localization of the users in RFID systems [7, 32, 33] .
Chen et al. proposed a framework that supports the group guiding service; that is, several members followed the track of a leader in a mixed group by RFIDs and wireless sensor networks [34] . A response mechanism will be built between leader and members, and a group guiding protocol is presented. The design enables reliable group guiding at low cost and low traffic load.
Nowadays, rfid-based positioning methods have been proposed. Wang and Katabi presented the first RFID positioning system to pinpoint the exact location of a tagged object combined with the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and dynamic time warping (DTW) techniques [35] . Xu et al. designed and implemented an RF-based device-free passive localization strategy using active RFID nodes and reached 97.2 percent accuracy and 0.36 meters average error distance [36] . [13-16, 19, 37, 38] .
Location Security. Many works have been put on protecting the security of individual location
-anonymity provides a form of plausible deniability by ensuring that the user cannot be individually identified from a group of users [14] . Alternate formulations such as CliqueCloak wait until at least different queries have been sent from a particular region [15] .
Gruteser and Liu provided pseudonyms and mix zones method, by which each new location is sent to the LBS with a new pseudonym, and then the LBS may have difficulty following a user [16] . However, frequent updating may expose a pattern of closely spaced queries, allowing one to easily follow the user [17] . Hoh et al. extended the method of mix zones to path confusion by resolving the same-place same-time problem [18] . Path confusion will decide to not release the users' locations at all if insufficient anonymity has been accumulated after an interval. But it poses the risk that, for significant intervals of time, users' locations will not be exposed to the LBS. Naturally, service from the LBS will be unavailable for this entire duration.
When these previous methods try to obscure the user's path by hiding parts of it, Meyerowitz and Choudhury obscured the user's location by surrounding it with other users' paths [19] . In order not to require changing the LBS server architecture and third party privacy-protection servers, Shokri et al. developed a scheme MobiCrowd that allowed LBS users to reduce their exposure while they continued to receive the location context information that they need [39] . MobiCrowd achieved this by leveraging on peer collaboration: the user can get information from nearby users and can thus avoid getting exposed to the LBS server. This paper adopts a quite simple and effective method to protect users' location and information by hiding the individual information, which is quite different from previous works.
SVG System Design
This section describes the structure of our SVG system and presents techniques to deal with the challenges described in Section 1.
System
Overview. Our SVG system is composed of the following components shown in Figure 2 4.1.1. Location Server. As shown on the left side of Figure 2 , the location server contains three functions: localization service, personal information, and building structure storage. The server stores the digital maps of building structures, which are preprocessed and stored in the server in advance. The personal information of the persons, who work in the building (such as phone or room number), can be stored in advance or updated online. The server also provides localization service to those authorized persons.
Security Protection Server.
The security protection server provides the service to protect the private information for the people, whose personal information was stored in the location server and the location of both visitors and their hosts. It contains a security protection mechanism to establish the connection between a visitor and the server by one time of hand-shaking. The visitors, who agree to have meetings by their hosts or were registered in the location server, are authorized to obtain the localization service. The mechanism ensures that the authorized users can localize themselves or their hosts so that they can know their location and find their hosts as soon as possible.
Security Protection Mechanism.
In many common visiting, the personal information, such as his current location and phone number, is reluctant to be shared. In our system, we design a QR code-based mechanism to protect personal information and to authorize visitors to download the building map from the location server to personal smartphone. We hide the personal information in a QR code so that each individual has his corresponding code. The QR code form is shown in Figure 3 (a) and the generated two-dimensional code picture is shown in Figure 3 (b).
These personal information and their codes are stored in the location server. On the other hand, the building map is previously drawn and stored in this location server. When a visitor is authorized by his host through the QR code offered on the terminal at the front door in Figure 1 , he can download the building map and obtain the location serve. [19] divided the testing area into regular 10 m * 10 m pixel and designed and implemented a "Cachecloak" security privacy engine to protect the mobile cars' location information from being attacked by hostile. Our SVG system scheme adopts the similar method to protect the hosts' location information besides the above RFID and QR code. Each floor of the building was partitioned into two kinds of cells: bidirectional corridor as one kind of cell and the intersection among the corridors and stairs as another kind. Each cell is allocated a 3 * 3 historical matrix , and as one of the elements of the matrix. The initial data of the matrix can come from the historical database from multiple users. Each element c of the matrix means the number of times entering from cell and exiting to cell . Therefore, given the entering cell , the conditional probability exiting for cell is
System Security Scheme. Meyerowitz and Choudhury
Then, the probability exiting for cell is
Through the scheme, we can forecast the most possibility of arriving at cell . The entire location information will then be sent to the server. 
Visitor and Host Users.
Host users refer to those users registered in the location server, who work in the building.
Visitor user refers to any person, who is going to visit some hosts in the building or just want the localization service. Naturally, a visitor user initiates a meeting by querying his host through the security protection server. Next, we give an example in Figure 4 and demonstrated the detail work process of our system. In the scenario of this example, user A wants to visit B and is not sure where B is now. So he wants to know where B is now and how to find him. If A is not familiar with the building where B works, it would be more difficult for A to find B. Our system can offer service to A and help him find B quickly by a terminal, which is preciously placed at the entrance of the building as shown in Figure 1 . Through the terminal of our system, A asks B's confirmation to meet as shown in Figure 4 (a). During this process, in order to protect B's personal information (e.g., personal phone number), A is not sure whether B will want to meet him or not and he does not know the accurate position B will be located at. Thus, A can query through the terminal connecting to a server, which contains the location server and security protection server. The security protection server then sends a message to B through the Wi-Fi APs (as shown in Figure 4(a) ). If B agrees to meet A, the security protection server feeds back to A and offers A an encrypted two-dimensional code (as shown in Figure 4(b) ). Only A can use the camera in his smartphone to get B's information by scanning the picture and inputting his password. Others cannot unlock the picture without the password.
Hybrid Localization.
In indoor environment, GPS signal is weak or unprocurable so those GPS-based localization methods are not precise enough. Other localization methods, such as cellular base stations (such as GPRS) or acoustic background spectrum [6] , can offer precise location information for users. But they can only offer location for individuals and cannot show the relative positions of several persons. For example, when A tries to find B, the quite useful information for A is B's position relative to A. In the scenarios of visiting, the precision of these above methods is relatively low. In our system, we combine precious localization methods and help users to find each other at two stages. At the first stage, we use Wi-Fi-based localization methods [30, 31] to guide visitors 6 International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks to get close to each other when the distance between them is long. At the second stage, Wi-Fi-RFID-combined method [34] is used to shorten the searching time when host and visitor are close to each other. In this line-of-light range, it is quite easy to find each other.
Navigation Time.
The navigation time is an important metric to measure the performance of our system. Users are willing to find their host in a time as short as possible. The navigation time, in this paper, is defined as the interval from the moment a visitor is authorized to access our system at the terminal to the time that he finds his host.
System Implementation and Evaluation
We implement a prototype system on the Android platform by using two kinds of experiment methods in the experiment scene. We test and evaluate the system performance. We first present the experiment setup in Section 5.1, then we describe the experiment scene in Section 5.2. Experiment results are given in Section 5.3. We present the overall performance of searching time using the system comparing to that not using the system in Section 5.4. Finally, the evaluation of privacy quantization based on the attacker model is presented in Section 5.5. The following subsections give more details about the experiment methodology and findings.
Experiment Setup. As shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b)
, we implement the application on the Android 2.3 platform with ZTC mobile phone, RFID transceiver GZ100-NR01, and RFID perception-location tag WS-CT-06. The ZTC has a 192 MB RAM and 528 MHz 7201 processor. The GZ100-NR01, using 2.4 GHz wireless communication frequency, has more than 30 m wireless communication distance. The WS-CT-06 is ultra-low power RFID tag, its power transmission is less than 1 mW, and communication distance reaches more than 40 m.
We implement the localization and security protection application on the DELL PowerEdge 2950 PC server with 2 GB memory and Intel Xeon E5405 processor. The sever established communication connections between terminal and server and server and mobile phone by socket technique to provide five kinds of serve, including foreground serve, mobile phone serve, RFID serve, data encryption, and database management, as shown in Figure 6 .
Foreground Serve. Foreground serve requests message from terminal and interacts information between server and terminal. It uses user-defined communication protocol and
the communication port number is 8000. Foreground serve responds to the request of terminal by command-line format "command-XX * XX * ".
It has three types of commands: (1) find-AA * BB * , (2) code-XX * , and (3) pic-.
In "find-AA * BB * " command, "AA" describes the information of host, such as name and RFID ID number. "BB" represents the information of visitor, such as visitor's name and main content of visiting. " * " means the space between AA and BB. The command is to represent the procedure in which the visitor wants to visit the host; he or she should input some information listed above, and the backend server will analyse the information according to the command format and feed back the search result to the visitor using the returned value of the finding command. The find command has five returned values: −1, 0, 1, 2, and 3. "−1" means that the host is offline, "0" means search failure, "1" means that the host refuses meeting, "2" means successful search and the visitor is ready to input encrypted key, and "3" means the server receives the encrypted key successfully and is ready to send encrypted two-dimensional code picture to the visitor.
In "code-XX * " command, "XX" means the encrypted key, the command tells the server that the visitor will send the encrypted key to it and anyone else will not get the information of the two-dimensional code picture through his mobile phone without the encrypted key.
"pic-" command shows that the server will send the twodimensional code picture with encrypted key to the terminal, and the visitor can get the two-dimensional code picture through his/her mobile phone's camera by the self-designed Android application software.
Mobile Phone Serve.
Mobile phone serve processes the data interactions between the server and mobile phone, including mobile receiving command from the server or updating data to it. The default communication port number is 6000. The function provided by the mobile phone serve is to realize the control to mobile phone. There is only two commands: Call and Error. The "Call" command tells the host user that there is a visitor who wants to visit him/her and requests the host user to authorize whether he/she is allowed to visit or not. The "Error" command is only a debug command which is called only when the application of the mobile phone serve goes wrong.
RFID Serve.
RFID serve receives the tag information such as the RFID transceiver's ID and tag's ID number. The information will provide the help for computing the host's location; the default port number is 6666. The format of received information is as follows:
<RFID Transceiver ID><TAG ID number1><TAG ID number2> ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ <TAG ID NUMBERN>.
Data Encryption.
The system will encrypt the host's location information by means of two-dimensional code through data encryption model; the two-dimensional code picture is less than 4 MB and can only be recognized by the visitor who knows the encrypted key; we use the UTF-8 coding mode to encrypt the key.
Database
Management. The database management model stores and manages the basic information, including name, phone number, RFID tag's ID number, and twodimensional code picture. building is U-shaped, where the north rooms' number of the building is even, and the south is odd. The structure of each floor of the building is the same. There are stairs on both north and south sides and the elevator lies in the south. To fairly undertake the experiments, the volunteers begin to find the host by stairs instead of elevator, and we count the consumed time by stopwatch. Figure 7 shows the plane structure of each floor. We use existing base stations (Δ) and place several RFID readers (◻); the terminal computer is placed at the entrance hall. First, an access request by the visitor was sent to the host; after the host approved it (as shown in Figure 8(a) ), the server would send a cryptographic two-dimensional code picture to the foreground (in Figure 8(b) ); the visitor inputed the password (in Figure 8(c) ) and decoded the two-dimensional code picture (in Figure 8(d) ) to get the position information of the host.
Experiment
Experiment Results.
We construct two kinds of experiment scenarios: one is that the host is in one room and his or her position is unchanged, the other one is that the host's position is dynamically changed. Some volunteers are familiar with the host, and the others are unfamiliar. They can search the host by the host's name or his/her RFID tag ID number. We have done two groups of experiments, respectively, in each of scenarios, which are (1) the host's friends want to find him/her, but they are not familiar with the building; (2) some strangers want to find the host and they are not familiar with the building too. To eliminate accidental factors, several runs of the same experiments are carried out in our work.
The First Class Experiment.
The position of the host user, C, is unchanged in every experiment. Two volunteers A and B want to visit C at the same time; they are both familiar with C, but are not familiar with the building and do not know where C is. A and B begin to search for C from the entrance hall at the same time. A uses the system, and inputs C's name through the terminal application to find C and B does not use the system. We compare with the time needed to find C for A and B. We will do several experiments by changing the static position of C. strangers to C and do not know where C is. D and E begin to search for C from the entrance hall at the same time. D uses the system and inputs C's RFID tag number through the terminal application to find C and E does not use the system. We compare with the time needed to find C for D and E.
The Second Class
The Third Class Experiment.
The position of C is changed dynamically in every experiment. Two volunteers A and B want to visit C at the same time, they are both familiar with C, but are not familiar with the building and do not know where C is. A and B begin to search for C from the entrance hall at the same time. A uses the system and inputs C's name in the foreground application to find C and B does not use the system. We compare with the time needed to find C for A and B.
The Fourth Class Experiment.
The position of C is changed dynamically in every experiment. Another two volunteers D and E want to visit C at the same, but they are both strangers to C and do not know where C is. D and 3rd floor E begin to search for C from the entrance hall at the same time. D uses the system and inputs C's RFID tag number in the foreground application to find C and E does not use the system. We compare with the time needed to find C for D and E.
Performance Evaluation
Localization Accuracy in Different
Places. First, we use the APs placed in the same room to measure the localization accuracy in the same room. And then, the same experiment is done in the corridor by the off-the-shelf APs deployed in different rooms and corridor. We specially take into account both the complicated multipath effect and the shadowing fading brought by wall shield. We plot the probability and cumulative distribution of localization error across 10 positions by FILA method [30] , as shown in Figures 9(a) and 9(b). The average error is about 1.5 m and the maximum error is less than 3 m.
Searching Time and Efficiency.
We collect the real timeconsuming data based on the above experiments and present the final performance evaluation result. Figure 10 shows the real application of the system when the host's position is changed. After the visitor arrives at the place near room 325, he finds that the host has moved to room 320 by his smartphone application, so he changes his route and reaches the appropriate place to meet the host. Figures 11  and 12 show the experiments result and performance analysis. When the host's position is unchanged, Figure 11(a) shows the time needed that familiars want to find the host in the building without SVG versus with SVG by inputting the host's name. In Figure 11(b) , the average searching efficiency is increased to 25 percent. When strangers want to find someone in the building without the system, we can find in Figure 11 (c) that it will need more time comparing to Figure 11 (a), if both strangers and familiars use the SVG system, the searching time needed is almost the same, and Figure 11(d) shows that there is about 35 percent efficiency improvement for strangers searching with the system. From Figures 11(a) and 11(c), we can find that if familiars and strangers use the SVG system for positioning and searching, the time needed is almost invariant, but if not, the searching time will be significantly increasing in doing the same thing, and the farther the host is from the entrance hall, the more time it will take if we do not use the SVG system.
But when the position of the host is changed dynamically, Figure 12 (c) shows that it will take more time to find the host without the system than Figures 11(a) and 11(c) for familiars and strangers, and the time needed is slightly increased by using the system compared to Figures 11(a) and 11(c) . When the position changed smoothly, such as in the same floor, our SVG system needs less time to find the host while the system without SVG needs more. On the other hand, for the strangers, when the position of the host changes greatly, the time needed in the system using SVG will be much lower than the systems without SVG. From Figures 12(b) and 12(d), we can find that there is about 45 percent increase of searching efficiency performance, respectively, by the SVG system.
From Figures 11(a) , 11(c), 12(a), and 12(c), we can find that when the destination where the visitor wants to find is near to the foreground, such as room 105 on the first floor, it took almost the same time for strangers and familiars to get to the destination. But if the destination is far from the foreground, the strangers will spend more time without the SVG system. At the same time, we also find that there are some dots far from the curves in Figures 11 and 12 ; it means that it is deviated from our expected time. There are some influential factors such as Wi-Fi connection quality, two-dimensional code pictures size, and communication distance. First, in the building, Wi-Fi communication often disconnects and it will make the communication quality between the terminal and server and server and visitor become abnormal. Second, when the two-dimensional code picture size comes close to 4 M bytes, it will take more time to transmit the picture from the server to the terminal.
Attacker Model and Privacy Metrics
Attacker Model.
We suppose that the attacker has access to the same historical matrix . First, we associate a probability vector ⃗ ( , ) with each cell existing in the map. The three elements of ( , ) ( = 1, 2, 3), as shown in (3), represent the probability that one user entered from side to cell ( , ),
Now, we define a transition probability ( , ), which means the probability that cell ( , ) reaches cell ( , ) from one side of cell ( , ). Then, the ( , ) can be expressed by Through the attacker model, the attacker will determine the possibility that the user might go in any specific direction.
Privacy Metrics.
A trace-based simulation tool VAN-ETMobiSim [19] was brought to simulate the realistic scene of our building by the SVG security scheme. The existing map of the building was loaded into VANETMobiSim; each floor is divided into five cells and has six paths. The location information is stored in the trace file of VANETMobiSim. We use the location entropy to quantify privacy based on the attacker model. The location entropy is defined as the number of bit as follows:
= − ∑ ( , ) ( , ) log 2 ( , ) .
Entropy is valuable for location privacy because it gives a precise quantitative performance of the attacker's uncertainty.
2 is easy to understand the different place where the user will be. It will give the attacker more difficulty in acquiring the location information of the user when the value of increases.
Five nodes, randomly placed at the map, had been used to test the performance of our SVG security scheme for 20 minutes, as shown in Table 1 . The simulation results show that the mean value of the is still less by 6 bits under our SVG scheme and has notable increasing after the system is under attack for 5 minutes. It is difficult for the attacker to know where the user is, because he would find that it will spend much more time to get the correct location information among 64 different information.
In our future works, we will continue to construct a more stable communication network and improve the network transmission quality. We will try to use the 3G network to improve the network throughput.
Conclusion
This paper has presented a prototype SVG system using Wi-Fi, RFID, and commodity mobile phones. The proposed system provides cost-efficient solutions to indoor guiding and security visiting. We comprehensively evaluate the system deployed on the Android platform. Through the experiments, the evaluation results demonstrate that our system can shorten the searching time and protect user's privacy.
